SYLLABUS SERVICE

We offer copyright clearance for course readings via InfoEXPRESS. Please email your readings and syllabus by July 31, 2023 so we can review them for the Fall term. In the meantime, please contact us if you have any questions.

NEWS YOU CAN USE

As of May 2023, faculty now have access to Law360 Canada, a comprehensive legal news service, formerly known as The Lawyer’s Daily.

Log in using the credentials recently sent to you by email from LexisNexis Canada. You can also access Law360 Canada content through the Legal News Hub in your Lexis+ Canada account.

With Law360 Canada you can receive email newsletters and set up keyword alerts to stay informed with the latest legal updates and insights.

Check your inbox for the welcome email and start exploring Law360 Canada today!

If you have any questions, please email Alexandra Kwan, Digital Services & Reference Librarian.
NEW BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY

The Oxford Handbook of International Trade Law, 2nd ed, edited by Daniel Bethlehem et al.

Class Actions In Canada and Beyond: A Selection of Articles Drawn from the BCF Class Action Netletter edited by Shaun Finn

Reciprocal Freedom: Private Law and Public Right by Ernest Weinrib

The Modern Principle of Statutory Interpretation, 2nd Edition by Cameron Hutchison

The Oxford Handbook of Ethics of AI edited by Marcus Dubber, Frank Pasquale & Sunit Das

The Modern Principle of Statutory Interpretation, 2nd ed, by Cameron Hutchison

Contractual Relations: A Contribution to the Critique of the Classical Law of Contract by David Campbell

The Oxford Handbook of Prosecutors and Prosecution edited by Ronald Wright, Kay Levine & Russell Gold (incl. chapter by Kent Roach)

The Oxford Handbook of International Trade Law, 2nd ed, edited by Daniel Bethlehem et al.
SELECTED NEW eBOOKS

The Architecture of Constitutional Amendments: History, Law, Politics edited by Richard Albert

Portraits of Women in International Law: New Names and Forgotten Faces? edited by Immi Tallgren & dedicated to the memory of Karen Knop

The International Governance of Artificial Intelligence by Mark Chinen

A Rule of Law for Our New Age of Anxiety by Stephen Toope

Climate Governance and Federalism: A Forum of Federations Comparative Policy Analysis edited by Alan Fenna, Sébastien Jodoin & Joana Setzer

Collective Equality: Human Rights and Democracy in Ethno-National Conflicts by Limor Yehuda

Reclaiming Anishinaabe Law: Kinamaadidwin Inaakonigewin and the Treaty Right to Education by Leo Baskatawang